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Edward Marcus Ltd. supplying magnifiers, task lamps, magnifying 
lamps and low vision aids to the general public, opticians,                  
optometrists, low vision schemes, blind & partially sighted                  

associations, hospitals, schools, businesses and the health & beauty 
profession since 1945  

 
You can order by telephoning our offices on 01302 722979, by email at 

sales@edwardmarcus.co.uk or buy online at www.edwardmarcus.co.uk 
We also have a retail shop in Doncaster with all the products on        

display (no appointments necessary) 
 

If you are registered as blind or partially sighted then please order by 
telephone as you may be eligible for zero rating of VAT on certain   

products by completing an eligibility declaration form. 
 

Please note we can supply the full range of Eschenbach, Coil, 
Schweizer, Magnifico, UltaOptix and RNIB products and have the     

largest stock holding of magnifiers and lamps in the UK. 
Please contact our offices if you wish to order anything not shown in 

this catalogue or for any advice. 
 

Please see page 19 of this catalogue for company information and all 
our terms and conditions - thank you 

 
Magnifier lens sizes are in mm. If only one measurement is given then the 

lens is circular and the measurement is the diameter of the lens. 
 

Lens strengths are measured in dioptres (Marked "Dioptres" in the product 
description).  

The effect of the lens on the object/word is the MAGNIFICATION and is 
shown in the description as an "x"   

(for example 4x would make the object appear 4 times larger)  

The bigger in size a magnifier lens is – the weaker strength it will be.  
The smaller the magnifier lens size – the stronger magnification it will be. 

 
The stronger the magnifier is, the closer you’ll have to put it to your eye in 

order to get a good clear image. 
 

To have longer reading and working distances (the distance between your 
eye and the page), you will have to use a weaker magnifier, which will not 

give you as much magnification.  
 

Lens sizes are almost the same for the magnification between different 
brands. A more expensive brand generally means a better quality lens,      

improved LED light and more robust handle. 
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4609 

16241 SPECTACLE BINOCULARS - ESCHENBACH 
Wheels on each side alter the magnification and focus 

16241 Max TV Distance binoculars for TV viewing 

162421 Max TV Clip on for TV viewing 

Reading subtitles or watching quiz shows no longer need to be a strain.  

Eschenbach's maxTV® is a 2.1x spectacle magnifier designed to make your TV viewing 
a pleasure.  

Worn like a pair of spectacles, this TV magnifier doubles the size of your TV screen,     
allowing you to watch your favourite shows at a comfortable viewing distance.  

Eschenbach Max TV is not just a TV magnifier: sporting events, movies, theatre, bird 
watching or any other activity that requires magnification can all be viewed 'close-up' due 
to its generous depth of field.   

Available also as a clip on pair to clip on to your distance glasses. 

SPECTACLE BINOCULARS - ESCHENBACH 
Wheels on each side alter the magnification and focus 

16245 Max Detail  2x  Near Vision Binoculars 

16246 Max Detail clip attach to own glasses 2x  

162421 

If you have trouble reading books, newspapers, the print on computer screens, labels on 
medicine bottles, ingredients on food packages, train schedules, recipes, menus in      
restaurants, or mail –Eschenbach maxDETAIL can help  

These hands-free, head-mounted glasses provide 2x magnification and can be adjusted 
so that each eye lens can be focused separately [±3 dioptres], making the system     
adaptable to most people.  

The max DETAIL will focus on near objects with working distances of 16 inches and are 
perfect for any near viewing activity where a magnified image is helpful.  

Available also as a clip on pair to clip on to your reading glasses. 

16245 

16246 

 
TV GLASSES 
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ILLUMINATED ROUND THE NECK MAGNIFIERS ULTRA OPTIX 

 
SV-410BX 

1.5x / 5.91 Dioptre 90mm Diameter lens  
with 4x  / 11.82 Dioptre insert.  
Takes two AA size batteries not supplied 

Hands-free/Lighted Magnifier  
An illuminated round the neck magnifier from Ultraoptix. 
Lightweight 90mm plastic lens offering 1.5x magnification plus 4x spot lens for fine  
detail.  Takes two AA batteries (not supplied).  

ROUND THE NECK MAGNIFIER FROM COIL– EASIVIEW 

5820  Easiview 145mm x 100mm 1.7x / 3.0 Dioptre  magnification 
Ideal for hobby and craft work to give a hands free option 

HAND MAGNIFIERS -  COIL HI POWER ASPHERIC RANGE  

 5216  2.3x / 5.2 Dioptre 96x71mm Bi-Aspheric with pouch   

5204   4x / 12.0 Dioptre  80mm Bi-Aspheric with pouch  

5206  6x / 20.0 Dioptre 50mm Bi-Aspheric with pouch 

Chest magnifiers are ideal for all hobbies, especially reading, sewing, embroidery & cross-stitching. 
Adjustable around the neck cords allow the magnifier to be positioned at the length required. 

COIL HI POWER - Recommended worldwide by leading Eyecare specialists the Coil Hi Power magnifiers 
have established a reputation for functionality, durability and outstanding value. These magnifiers have   
ergonomic handle designs suitable for bother right and left handed users. 

BAR/STRIP MAGNIFIERS   - COIL 

5850/24 1.1x x 1.5x Bi-Axial VTM Clear Reader Magnifier  

5850/22  
 

VTM Line Reader 1.1x x 1.5x Bi Axial Magnifier  
With 6mm shaded reading line,  

DOME  "BRIGHTFIELD"  MAGNIFIERS -  ESCHENBACH  

1420       65mm lens diameter 1.8x glass brightfield magnifier 

 
 

14361 

Eschenbach Makrolux 90 x 55 x 82mm lens size    
2.2x magnification (3xAA batteries ) 
Tremble free bright image, tilted view allows comfortable 
reading position 

1420 

14361 

5850/12 Red 
 

Visual Tracking Magnifier  40mm diameter lens  1.7x / 18.9 Dioptre 
With clip on lid 

5850/14 Red 
 

VTM Bright Magnifier  40mm diameter lens 1.7x / 18.9 Dioptre 
With clip on lid  (as above but with a clear lens, no shading) 

DOME  "BRIGHTFIELD"  MAGNIFIERS -  COIL  

 5850 Original "Bright"    40mm diameter lens 1.7x / 18.9 Dioptre   

 
5850/02 

Original (VTM)  40mm diameter lens 1.7x / 18.9 Dioptre 
with shaded reading line   

 DOME & HAND 
NON ILLUMINATED 
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HAND MAGNIFIERS -  COIL BI-CONVEX (Windsor and ORO)  

5249   2.3x / 5.2 Dioptre  98mm lens Windsor Bi-Convex Hand Magnifier   

5248  2.6x / 6.4 Dioptre  70mm lens Windsor Bi-Convex Hand Magnifier   

5247 4.4x / 13.6 Dioptre 48mm lens Windsor Bi-Convex Hand Magnifier   

5285 3.4x / 9.6 Dioptre Oro 48mm lens Clear Hand Magnifier   

WINDSOR - magnifiers are an in-expensive range of light-weight magnifiers, available in three different  
Magnifications. These magnifiers are ideal for those who do not require high levels of magnification and are 
ideal for retailing, hobbies etc. Having plastic lenses they are also ideal for use in schools and colleges.  

Coil ATMax magnifiers have a large field of view                            
The latest LED technology combined with Coil quality lenses.  

Touch control on/off, ergonomic styling and lightweight.  
Soft cloth pouch.  

Requires 2xAA batteries (not supplied)  

AT MAX - COIL POCKET LED  
ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS 

8273 3x / 9 Dioptre  83mm x 59mm Bi-aspheric Lens  

8275 5x / 16 Dioptre 60mm Aspheric Lens  

8277 7x / 24 Dioptre  58mm Aspheric Lens  

8299 9x / 32 Dioptre  40mm Aspheric Lens 

8211 11x / 40 Dioptre  40mm Aspheric Lens 

ERGO MOBIL - SCHWEIZER OPTIK 4500K 

164062 1.5x / 6 Dioptre / 100mm Diameter lens 

164092 2x /  8 Dioptre / 85mm Diameter lens 

164112 2.5x / 10 Dioptre 75x50mm Rectangle lens 

164122 3x / 12 Dioptre / 70mm Diameter lens 

164162 4x / 16 Dioptre / 60mm Diameter lens 

164202 5x / 20 Dioptre / 55mm Diameter lens 

164242 6x / 24 Dioptre / 52.5mm Diameter lens 

164282 7x / 28 Dioptre / 35mm Diameter lens 

164392 10x / 39 Dioptre / 35mm Diameter lens 

164482 12x / 48 Dioptre / 35mm Diameter lens 

164562 14x / 56 Dioptre / 35m Diameter lens 

 
160+ 

Base stand for Schweizer magnifier as shown 
in photo bottom right on page). (Please state 
which magnifier it is for when ordering) 

 
ILLUMINATED 
HAND HELD 
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POCKET LED ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS - ESCHENBACH  

3x/12 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric 90mm x 54mm lens 15122 

3x/12 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric 60 mm lens 15112 

3.5x/10 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric 75x50 mm lens  15113   

4x/16 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric 75x 50mm lens 15114 

4x/16 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric 60 mm lens 151141 

5x/20 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric  58 mm lens   15115   

6x/24 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric 60mm lens 15116 

7x/28 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric  35 mm lens   15117 

10x/38 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric 35 mm lens  151110  

12.5x/50 Dioptre Mobilux aspheric  35 mm lens  151112  

Eschenbach Mobase to hold mobilux magnifiers and 
give hands free    viewing - 151100 + mag strength 

Please state for 
which strength 

LED ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS   

SV-23 3x Folding Handle Illuminated Magnifier 50 x 75mm  

VALUE LED ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS 

SV3LP Value LED Magnifier  4x magnification   
70mm lens 

SV2.5LED Value LED Magnifier  5x magnification   
60mm lens 

SV2LP Value LED Magnifier  7x magnification   
35mm lens 

Magnifiers where a light is required - perfect for at home or taking out 
with you to the shop, restaurant etc. 

All have excellent daylight quality LED lights to improve efficiency 

Powerful LED light source with excellent Eschenbach quality lens 
Removable dust case with strap to attach onto belt / Uses 2 standard AA size batteries  

HAND MAGNIFIERS BY MAGNIFICO 

SV-5P 2x 7.88 Dioptre 125mm Jumbo Magnifier 25mm lens 4x 19.69D insert lens 

SV-5PLED As above but with LED Illumination 

JUMBO MAGNIFIER A huge hand magnifier, beautifully designed and weighted for    
maximum user comfort. 5 inch / 125mm diameter lens  2x magnification  with 6x insert 
Available also with an LED light. 

 ILLUMINATED 
HAND HELD 
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ESCHENBACH - SYSTEM VARIO  HEAD 

2.8x / 7 Dioptre Aspheric 100x75mm with moveable reading line   (magnifier head only) 158263 

3x /7.6 Dioptre Aspheric 100x50mm with moveable reading line    (magnifier head only) 158063 

3x / 12 Dioptre Aspheric 80mm      (magnifier head only) 155993 

4x /16 Dioptre Aspheric  70mm with moveable reading line    (magnifier head only) 155493 

5x / 20 Dioptre Aspheric 60mm with moveable reading line    (magnifier head only) 155393 

6x / 23 Dioptre Aspheric  50mm      (magnifier head only) 155273 

7x / 28 Dioptre Aspheric 35mm      (magnifier head only) 155173 

10x / 38 Dioptre Aspheric  35mm with removable scale.     (magnifier head only) 155073 

12.5x / 50 Dioptre Aspheric 35mm     (magnifier head only) 155773 

 
Please combine the head and 

handle to make the magnifier to 
suit your needs.. 

ESCHENBACH LED HANDLE SYSTEM VARIO  HANDLE 

L.E.D. Battery Version (takes 2 C size batteries –not included) 1599144 

ÖKULUX PLUS LED ILLUMINATED STAND MAGNIFIER - SCHWEIZER  4500K 

2x / 8 Dioptre  100mm x 75mm  aspheric lens    (magnifier head only) 140082 

3x / 12 Dioptre 70mm diameter aspheric lens    (magnifier head only) 140122 

4x / 16 Dioptre 60mm diameter aspheric lens    (magnifier head only) 140162 

5x / 20 Dioptre 55mm diameter aspheric lens    (magnifier head only) 140202 

6x / 24 Dioptre 55mm diameter aspheric lens    (magnifier head only) 140242 

7x / 28 Dioptre 35mm diameter aspheric lens    (magnifier head only) 140282 

10x / 39 Dioptre 35mm diameter aspheric lens    (magnifier head only) 140392 

12x / 48 Dioptre 35mm diameter aspheric lens    (magnifier head only) 140482 

14x / 56 Dioptre 35mm diameter aspheric lens     (magnifier head only) 140562 

Schweizer LED Handle 6000k light  (to combine with all heads above) 146002 

Schweizer Ökolux Plus LED Illuminated         
Stand Magnifiers.  

Please combine to heads and handles to make the 
magnifier to suit your needs.. 
 
All codes and prices below are for magnifier heads, a 
146002  LED 6000k handle is also required to make 
the full unit.  

Stand magnifiers with LED handles to use when reading for a longer periods enabling 
you to keep a fixed focus length with a bright LED light.  
The stronger the magnification the closer the lens is to the object. 
Both the Eschenbach and Scweizer brands below we list magnifier heads and handles 
separately to make it easy for you to purchase if you only require the head or a            
replacement handle.  
Please order both handle and magnification head you require  

 
ILLUMINATED 

STAND 
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BAR MAGNIFIERS 

BM65 
 

Bar Magnifier with ruler 200mm 2x 
Chunky finger grip Imperial / metric rule along edge 

BM70M Bar Magnifier 15cm with yellow reading line 

RS6007C 2.5x CylRed Spot Bar Magnifier  210 mm   

BM-90 9” bar magnifier . 1 1/2” deep.  

 FRESNEL/SHEET MAGNIFIERS MAGNIFICO 

FPG Page magnifier with soft touch frame ( top picture left ) 

PAGE Sheet magnifier , popular flexible sheet 
280mm x 215mm   2x magnification 

FRE4 Fresnel lens 4 piece magnifying set ( bottom picture left ) 
Set consists of Sheet, Card, Midi & Bookmark size  

XS1 Extra strong magnifying sheet 275 x 210 mm 

BAR/STRIP MAGNIFIERS - SCHWEIZER OPTIK  /  ESCHENBACH 

432142 Schweizer 165mm x 20mm 2x Cyl Bar Magnifier with handle 

433202 Schweizer 250mm x 32mm 1.5x Cyl Bar Magnifier with ruler 

2605 Eschenbach 200mm x 25mm 1.5x Bar Magnifier  

2608 Eschenbach 250mm x 35mm 1.5x Cyl Bar Magnifier  

POCKET MAGNIFIERS /LOUPES -  ESCHENBACH OPTIK  

171094 4x /16 Dioptre  Aspheric  35mm lens  

171097 7x / 28 Dioptre Aspheric  35mm lens 

1710910  10x / 38 Dioptre Aspheric  35mm lens 

152094 4x /16 Dioptre  Aspheric 35mm lens with LED light 

152097 7x / 28 Dioptre Aspheric  35mm lens with LED light 

1520910 10x / 38 Dioptre Aspheric  35mm lens with LED light 

1740/60  3.5x / 14.0 Dioptre Biconvex folding 60mm lens in 
leather pouch 

Eschenbach Mobilent Folding Pocket Magnifier 
The Mobilent from Eschenbach is a folding pocket magnifier that offers high magnification 
in a compact size with or without added illumination. 
Its built-in case is designed to provide complete protection for the lens and the LED light 
can easily be turned on when needed by pressing the button on the bottom of the       
magnifier case. With three powers to choose from (4x, 7x, or 10x) it is ideal for near    
spotting tasks such as reading price tags, prescriptions, and labels especially in dimly lit 
settings. An 18” lanyard is included so it can be worn around the neck and due to its  
compact size, it fits easily into a pocket or purse. The quick-release clasp on the lanyard 
allows the magnifier to be easily unhooked when needed.  

 
BAR & 

LOUPES 
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HEAD MOUNTED LOUPES - ESCHENBACH OPTIK  
(Figures in brackets : working distance) 

1646/17 1.7x (400mm)  Clip-on (Binocular) 

1646/20  2x (250mm) Clip-on (Binocular) 

1646/25 2.5x (180mm) Clip-on (Binocular) 

1646/30  3x (160mm) Clip-on (Binocular) 

1646/40  4x Clip-on (Wkg.dist 55mm)  (monocular - one lens over one eye) 

1646/70  7x Clip-on (Wkg.dist 32mm)  (monocular - one lens over one eye) 

CLIP-ON, FLIP UP LOUPES - COIL  (Ideal for hands free use) 

 5328   2.5x / 6.0 Dioptre  Magniclip Aspheric (Single lens) 

  5329  3.5x / 10.0 Dioptre Magniclip Aspheric (Single lens) 

 5330  4.75x / 15.0 Dioptre  Magniclip Aspheric (Single lens) 

5229 2.5x / 6 Dioptre Flip up  clip-on magnifier (Whilst stock lasts) 

COIL NATURE VIEWER (Known also as COIL Bug Jar) 

5837 4.8X /15.2D Coil Nature Viewer (Bug Jar) Boxed   

COIL NATURE VIEWER—A Magnifying Specimen Jar 
A firm favourite with schools and as a retail product for the younger generation, this 
useful magnifier is also useful for more serious nature study and for inspection  
purposes in the pest control industry. 

WATCHMAKERS' EYEGLASSES BY COIL (Ideal for hands free use)  

5404  Coil 4x / 12 Dioptre  (Spherical lens) 

5406  Coil 5x / 16 Dioptre  (Spherical lens) 

5408  Coil 7x / 24 Dioptre (Aspheric lens.) 

5410  Coil 9x / 32 Dioptre (Aspheric lens.)  

5412  Coil 15x / 56 Dioptre  (Bi-Aspheric lens)  

5414  Coil 20x / 76 Dioptre  (Bi-Aspheric lens) 

STAND MAGNIFIERS - COIL HI POWER  

5214    4x / 12 Dioptre 80mm Bi-aspheric lens - also tilts  

4206     6x / 20 Dioptre 50mm Bi-Aspheric lens         

4208  8x / 28 Dioptre 44mm Bi-Aspheric lens          

4210    10x / 36 Dioptre 36mm Bi-Aspheric lens  

4212    12x / 44 Dioptre 34mm Bi-Aspheric lens  

4215   15x / 56 Dioptre 29mm Bi-Aspheric lens 

4220     20x / 76 Dioptre 26mm Bi-Aspheric lens 

STAND MAGNIFIERS - COIL   

 
5855    

1.7x / 3 Dioptre  140x100mm  rectangle lens 'Clearview' Stand Magnifier  
 
Can be comfortably used when placing hands underneath the lens to hold a 
book etc. Perfect for hands free hobbies. 

 
LOUPES 
STAND 
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STAND MAGNIFIERS - THE DAYLIGHT COMPANY  

DN90942 1.75x / 3 Dioptre  130mm Flexilens on clamp 46cm flexible arm 

DN90946 1.75x / 3 Dioptre 130mm Flexilens on desk base 46cm flexible 

ESCHENBACH ILLUMINATED STAND MAGNIFIERS  

 
 

15651 

Eschenbach Scibolux 2.8x illuminated stand magnifier 
100x 75mm high quality lens  
Easy to write under, ideal for crosswords and writing 
Batteries included. 

DX 8x21 

DX 10x25 

8x21FDB 

BINOCULAR -  MONOCULAR 

8x21DX 8x21 Roof Prism Binoculars from Visionary 

10x25DX 10x25 Roof Prism Binocular from Visionary 

8x21FDB 8x21 Roof Prism Binoculars from Far-sighted 

10x21DXM 10x21 Roof Prism Monocular from Visionary 

8x21DXM 

 SPECWELL CLOSE FOCUS  MONOCULARS   

.4x12  Short-focus Monocular (200mm focus)        

6x16       Short-focus Monocular (260mm focus)        

8x20      Short-focus Monocular (300mm focus)       

A range of excellent 
quality monoculars. 
All focus from infinity 

to close range; 
closest focusing 
distance (mm) in 
brackets shown 

EYEJUSTERS - ADJUSTABLE READING GLASSES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EYE 
ADJ 

EyeJusters have a lens strength range of +0.50 to +4.00 D, the 
most versatile non-prescription reading glasses you can buy!  
Go close up on your hobbies or DIY, and then turn them down 
for the computer.  
 

Now you don't need different reading glasses for different tasks: 
use Eyejusters.                                                                         
One pair of glasses for everything: reading messages; using a 
computer; reading a book; or hobbies/DIY.  

Simply turn the hidden eyeDials™ to change focus. Adjust the 
lenses from +0.50 Dioptre to +4.00 Dioptre 

High quality Stainless Steel front, Acetate sides frames.  
Anti-Scratch coating included 
 
Available in Black / Tortoise / Gun Metal 

 MONOCULARS 
BINOCULARS 
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READING STAND -  ESCHENBACH OPTIK 

 
1605 

Reading Stand  - 40cm x 35cm   
5 different angles for a comfortable reading position 

 
16051 

 
Guide rail for above—Optional Extra 

TYPOSCOPES AND WRITING AIDS 

Typo A4 A4 Plastic Typoscope 

DW48 Mixed 4 pack of Typoscopes 

DW42 Signature Guide 

DW44 Envelope Guide 

Clipboard Standard Blue Clipboard with large white plastic bulldog clip 

Reading stands enable you to read more comfortably and are adjustable to various      
positions. Suitable for newspapers, magazines and most books. 

The NoIR filter systems offer ultraviolet, visible and infrared  
protection, managing the light that reaches the eyes to maximize functional vision. 
  
By reducing disabling glare and enhancing contrast, NOIR filters often increase mobility 
and provide relief from the light-sensitivity and discomfort related to most vision-impairing 
eye conditions.   

GLARE PROTECTION  - UV FILTERS  NOIR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES     
Percentages relate to light transmission  

U20 UV Shield 58% Grey medium  

U21 UV Shield 32% Grey medium  

PROTEC-GM Polarised UV Eyeshield 21% Grey  (medium) 

PROTEC-GS Polarised UV Eyeshield 21% Grey (Small) 

U22 UV Shield 13% Grey medium  

U30 UV Shield  7% Grey/Green medium  

U40 UV Shield 16% Amber   medium  

PROTEC-AM Polarised UV Eyeshield Amber  26% Amber (medium) 

PROTEC-AS Polarised UV Eyeshield Amber 26% Amber (small) 

U50 UV Shield 54% Yellow medium  

U60 UV Shield 49% Orange medium  

U98 UV Shields 58% Red (medium) 

U40 

U21 

Protec 

 TYPOSCOPES 
UV SHIELDS 
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DESKTOP MAGIFYING LAMP WHITE - 1.75X  

DLMP/WH Desktop magnifying lamp - white 1.75x 

Desktop Magnifier Lamp White 1.75x / 4x insert  
 
Desktop magnifying lamp for bright, even, illumination of any  
inspection task.  
 
Measuring 37cm in height iit features a 100mm lens with dust cover. It has a 
weighted base with a forward motion arm and 360 degree upper ball joint  
enabling the lens to be rotated and positioned into almost any angle.   
 
Mains powered ( 220—240v ). 

The full range of Daylight Company products are available                
from Edward Marcus Ltd. 

Please let us know if there are any products you would like that do not 
feature in this catalogue over the following pages. 

To see the full Daylight Company range or to get full descriptions and         
specifications for all the lamps shown then please visit their website at                    

https://daylightcompany.co.uk 

DAYLIGHT HALO TABLE MAGNIFYING LAMP by The Daylight Company 

D25200 HALO Table magnifying lamp  

Modern and compact, all-purpose, lightweight table magnifier providing 5 Dioptre 
(2.25X) magnification with a 12 Dioptre (4.0X) inset lens.  
 
Taking up a small place on your desk but powerful enough for working on projects 
that need close to details.  
 
Slim, compact design. The daylight LEDs provide high contrast and          
accurate colour matching. It is also foldable so it is ideal for travelling. 
 
Lamp brightness: 4,000 Lux at 15cm (6”) Main lens is rotatable allowing you 
to   position the inset lens where required3 brightness levels9cm (3.5”) diameter 
lens with 5 Dioptre (2.25X) and 12 Dioptre (4.0X) inset lens 

DAYLIGHT HALO TABLE GO MAGNIFYING LAMP RECHARGABLE by The Daylight Company 

D25201 HALO GO Rechargeable Table magnifying lamp  

This truly portable lamp with magnifier comes with a USB  
rechargeable battery. The brightness remains consistent for 
the full 8 hours. The LEDs circle the magnification lens for a 
uniform lighting over your project. Offering 5 Dioptres (2.25X) 
magnification with a 12 Dioptres (4.0X) inset lens for working 
on the finest details. Folds flat.  
 
Lumens: 315 / Lux at 15 cm: 4,000 
2 steps touch dimmer: 4,000 – 2,000 
Colour temperature: 6,000° K 
Energy consumption: 6W 
LED rated life (hours): 50,000 
Lens diameter: 9 cm (3.5″) / Magnification: 5 dioptres (2.25X) 
Inset magnification: 12 dioptres (4X) Maximum reach: 36 cm 
Height: 33 cm (13″) 
Weight: 0.7 kg (1.5 lb) 
Cable length: 2 m (78.7″) 

 MAGNIFYING 
LAMPS 
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QUARDRA MAGNIFYING LAMP by The Daylight Company 

D25120 Extra wide rectangular glass lens with independent right and left switches  

MAGNIFICENT FLOOR/TABLE LED ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIER by The Daylight Company 

D25050 MAGnificent magnifying lamp - white 1.75x 

The MAGnificent Lamp is ideal for all types of detailed work. 
This lamp is cleverly designed to be used as both a floor lamp 
(with 2 different height options) as well as a table lamp.  
 
The Daylight™ LEDs provide high contrast and accurate colour 
matching, making it easier and less tiring to read, work and see 
detail clearly. Ideal for all types of detailed work 
 

• Height adjustable, can be used as a floor or table lamp 

• Lamp brightness: 1,850 Lux at 15cm (6") 

• Large 14.6cm (5¾") semi-rimless lens, 1.75X magnification 
for clear viewing of close up work 

• Flexible arm directs light exactly where you need it 

• Maximum height: Floor Lamp 125cm (49.2") and Table 
Lamp 50cm (20") 

 

The Quadra magnifier has an extra wide rectangular glass 
lens with 3 Dioptres (1.75X) magnification providing a     
superb panoramic view.  
High power LEDs on both sides of the lens give shadow-
free magnification.  
Each side can be independently switched on or off to give 3 
dimensional viewing.  
Its heavy-duty arm with internal springs allows accurate and 
consistent positioning.  
An auto switch-off function saves energy.  
Add extra magnification with an optional 12 Dioptres (4.0X) 
swing arm lens or suction lenses available separately.  
 
Lens size: 20.3 X 12.7 cm 
Lens material: glass 
Magnification: 3 Dioptres (1.75X) 

Height: 62 cm (24″) Width: 25.5 cm (10″) Depth: 78 cm 

XTra-Lens by The Daylight Company 

D62003 Pack of 2 additional suction lenses  

Pack of 2 additional suction lenses with 4 Dioptres (2.0X) and 6         
Dioptres (2.5X).  
 
Suction lenses, simply press anywhere onto the main lens for increased 
magnification.  
 
Compatible with all Daylight magnifiers.  
 
Lens Ø: 5 cm (2″) 
Lens material: Optical quality glass 
Magnification: 4 dioptres (2.0X) and 6 Dioptres (2.5X) 
Colour: clear 
Weight: 0.16 kg (0.35 lb)  

 MAGNIFYING 
LAMPS 
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STAND MAGNIFIERS ILLUMINATED - by The Daylight Company 

D25110 Omega 5 Magnifying Lamp 

ACCESSORIES FOR DAYLIGHT MAGNIFYING LAMPS 

D52080 Premium table base white 21cm x 28cm / 13.5kg weight 

D53060 Premium floor stand white - 72cm height / 8.0kg weight 

D53070 Standard floor stand white - 80cm height / 8.2kg weight 

ALL DAYLIGHT COMPANY REPLACEMENT BULBS ARE AVAILABLE   
Please advise us of your requirements. 

D15500 15W LED  Daylight bulb Screw 

D15501 15W LED Daylight bulb Bayonet 

STAND MAGNIFIERS ILLUMINATED - by The Daylight Company 

D25130 Omega 7  Magnifying Lamp  

The Omega 7 is a modern, ergonomically designed magnifying lamp.  
 
It has a large 17.5 cm, 3 Dioptres (1.75X), lightweight acrylic lens and high 
power LEDs with 4 brightness level for clear viewing.  
 
Lumens: 814 / Lux at 15 cm: 6,300 
Colour temperature: 6,000°K / Energy consumption: 12W 
 
Colour: light grey / white - LED rated life (hours): 50,000 
4 steps touch dimmer: 6,300 – 5,500 – 3,500 – 1,800 
 
Lens Ø: 17.5 cm    Magnification: 3 Dioptres (1.75X) 
 
Height: 60 cm (23.6″) 
Width: 23 cm (9″) 
Depth: 90 cm (35″) 

The Omega 5 Magnifier has a 12.7 cm (5") diameter glass lens with           
3 dioptres (1.75X) magnification. An additional 5 Dioptres (2.25X)              
magnification lens is also included.  
It comes with 4 brightness levels to suit your needs.  
 
Lens Ø: 12.7 cm (5″) 
Lens material: glass 
Magnification: 3 dioptres (1.75X) 
Additional magnification: 5 Dioptres (2.25X) 

Height: 58.5 cm (23″) Width: 18 cm (7″) Depth: 78 cm (31″) 

 MAGNIFYING 
LAMPS 
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DAYLIGHT UNO & DUO DESK LAMPS 

DN1520 Daylight Duo Desk Lamp LED 

DN1420 Daylight Uno Desk Lamp LED 

DAYLIGHT UNO & DUO FLOOR LAMPS 

DN1530 Daylight Duo Floor Lamp LED 

DN1430 Daylight Uno Floor Lamp LED 

 

It’s advanced 6,000K warm white LED 
technology allows this lamp to outshine 
lamps that depend on short-lived,    
standard halogen bulbs.  
 
This LED lighting will endure for more 
than 20 years without burning out or 
overheat. Save money and energy with 
the Duo or Uno lamps which have been 
designed to for both mood and task  
lighting. 
Both the Duo & Uno lamps are bright 
enough to be the only lighting source 
needed in your bedrooms, family room, 
living room, craft room, hobby room, or 
office without an overhead ceiling light.  
 
This light also powers on and off easily 
featuring a 4 step dimmer to                
accommodate your mood and lighting 
needs. 

This slim, flexible floor lamp has a modern 
design and sleek finish. 
 
It has two independently adjustable 
shades allowing high light output over a 
very wide are or an intense light over a 
small area. 
 
Ideally suited for all hobbies, art, beauty 
salons, as well as reading. 
 
Modern Style & Functional Design 
Twin strobe which is fully adjustable 
56 high quality bright Daylight LED’s     
provide accurate colour matching. 
 
Touch switch dimmer with 4 brightness 
levels. 
 
Lightweight & high quality finish perfect in 
any room. 

 
DAYLIGHT 

LAMPS 
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Portable Lamps 

TWIST PORTABLE LED LAMP  

 
 
 

D35700 

• Lightweight and foldable  

• “Easy-Twist” shade for accurate positioning of light 

• Removable base to increase the stability of your 
lamp 

• Daylight™ LEDs reduce eyestrain and improve       
contrast 

SMART LAMP R10 

 
 
 

DN1310  

• Rechargeable - up to 4 hours of light 

• Daylight LEDs with 3 step dimmer 

• Internal rechargeable battery (included) 

• Plug in power supply 

• USB Cable 

SLIMLINE TABLE LAMPS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D35108 
Table 

 
 

D35118 
Floor 

standing 

Slimline 3 LED Table Lamp - will add value to 
any home, office or studio.  
It provides a long arm reach of 73cm (28.7") and 
a wide, even light coverage, which is ideal for 
large work surfaces.  
The daylight light source reduces eye strain and 
glare for healthy vision and allows true colour 
matching. 
Desk clamp  (base available separately) 
Lumens: 1,065 / Lux at 30 cm: 3,000 
Colour temperature: 6,000 K 
Energy consumption: 13W 
LED rated life (hours): 50,000 
4 steps touch dimmer: 3,000 – 2,000 – 1,500 – 
750 Lux 
Maximum reach: 73 cm (29″) 
Height: 65 cm (25.6”) Width: 76 cm (30”) 

LUMI BRIGHT LAMP 

 
 
 
 

D35500 

Multi-use, bright and powerful, the Lumi has a large shade that can 
be adjusted vertically, horizontally and laterally to any desired      
position. Lumi is a professional workstation lamp that enables you 
to see fine details and true colours.  
Lamp brightness 3, 800 lux at 30cm (12") 
 
Wide shade provides even spread of light for large areas 
Multi position head joint to direct light where needed 

 DAYLIGHT 
LAMPS 
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RNIB CROSSWORDS, PUZZLE BOOKS AND PLAYING CARDS 

PZJCROSS Jumbo print easy crosswords puzzle book 

PZLPWORD Large print word search puzzle book 

PZLPSUDO Large print Sudoku 

GC12 Large print playing cards 6.5cm x 9cm (back cover will be blue or red) 

GC11 Large print with braille playing cards 6.3cm x 8.8cm (back cover will be blue or red) 

LIQUID LEVEL INDICATORS 

LQ1 Liquid Level Indicator - orange 

Making a drink has never 
been easier with our Liquid 
Level Indicator.  
 
Place the unit on the side of 
a cup and it will let you know 
when the liquid is near the 
top through a  series of     
audible beeps and vibrations 
 
Height adjustable and      
magnetic back. 

AUTOMATIC NEEDLE THREADER 

NRD Automatic needle threader 

Suitable for both small 
and large needles. 
 
This automatic needle 
threader may be     
useful for people with 
limited dexterity. 
 
Colour may vary  
 
Size: 4.5 × 7 × 2.7 cm. 

SONIC 2 USB PLAYER -  FOR FULL INFORMATION PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

DH422 Sonic 2 USB player 

You can listen to books, podcasts and music on your mobile 
phone or tablet using Bluetooth to connect to the Sonic 2.  
Plays MP3 and WAV files. 
Tactile raised buttons. 
Automatic bookmarking. 
3.5mm mini jack socket for headphone connection. 
Size: 5.7cm x 15.5cm x 5.5cm (2.25 x 6.1 x 2.17 inches). 
Weight: 289g (0.64lbs). 

MIXED PACK OF BUMP-DOTS OR ONE SHEET OF 60 ORANGE DOTS 

DL102 Mixed pack of 80 A mixed pack of 80 self-adhesive rubber dots  

DL25 A pack of 60 round orange flat head BumperStops that are 3mm high. 

Ideal for marking equipment around your home or 
office, such as the settings and functions on your 
washing machine, buttons on a remote control, 
settings on an oven or important keys on your 
computer keyboard.  
Self-adhesive tactile bumps.  

 
LOW VISION 

AIDS 
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FOR FULL INFORMATION ON ALL PHONES PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

SWISSVOICE XTRA 1110 AMPLIFIED CORDED PHONE 

DH434 Amplified corded phone 

This easy-to-use corded phone is made for people needing maximum comfort. 
Pin the six photo buttons with your relatives’ pictures to instantly call them in the 
easiest way or use one of them as a SOS key.  
 
In addition, the phone is fitted with two direct memory keys.  
The handset volume is 4-level adjustable and an audio-boost key offers extra loud 
earpiece volume of +30dB. 
Swissvoice Xtra 1110 is hearing aid-compatible.  

Grey talking clock with a 
contrasting yellow      
button.  

This clock doesn't have 
a traditional face.  

Simple in design and 
easy to use, press the 
button on the top of the 
clock to hear the time in 
a natural English male voice.  

Includes volume control dial and an option to hear 
hourly time announcement.  

CUBE CLOCK 

CC36  RNIB Cube Clock 

Communiclock sets 
the time and date    

automatically using the 
atomic radio    signal 
so no more having to 
set the time manually 

when the clocks 
change. 

 

Announces the time, 
day and date at the 
touch of the large   

button.  
Has a volume dial on the front and a choice of five 
alarms. Requires 4 AA batteries or can be mains 
powered if desired (mains power can be bought 
separately, product code CC53AC  £8.95 

COMMUNICLOCK 

CC53 Communiclock English (White) 

SWISSVOICE XTRA 2155 DECT PHONE 

DH436 Swissvoice Xtra 2155 Dect phone 

SWISSVOICE XTRA 3155  

DH435 Corded amplified telephone with extra handset 

This excellent amplified cordless landline telephone has been designed with 
sight loss and hearing loss in mind. The spacious keypad has large, high     
contrast number buttons which will also speak when pressed to make dialling 
easy. The phone is hearing aid-compatible and has great sound quality.  
 
Amplified cordless telephone with answering machine. 
Easy dialling thanks to the spacious keypad and large buttons. 
Black keypad buttons with clear white numbers. 
Free field range: up to 300 metres. 
Indoor range: up to 50 metres. 
Large backlit display. 

Use the eight photo buttons on the corded phone to instantly call your 
closest friends and family – or use one of the buttons as an SOS key. 
The cordless phone has four memory keys on the handset to call     
regular contacts instantly.  
Both phone keypads are equipped with large keys (white text on black) 
and talking digits to avoid any dialling mistakes.  
The corded phone also has braille digits on the number keys.  
 
The handset and the base volume are adjustable (six levels)  

 
LOW VISION 

AIDS 
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Welcome to the Edward Marcus Ltd’s 2021 catalogue. Edward Marcus Ltd is the UK’s premier supplier of 
magnifiers and low vision aids, a friendly, family, run business established in 1945. 
 
Our current catalogue showing the range of products we supply. Edward Marcus is in a unique position to 
supply the widest range of low-vision aids and magnifiers from the world’s leading manufacturers.           
Being a Coil Master Distributor  for the UK and Ireland and holding the largest stock of Coil, Eschenbach & 
Schweizer magnifiers within the UK, we supply direct to the public as well as many hospitals, schools,     
opticians, optometrists, low-vision schemes and in addition we are also the sole supplier to the Welsh    
Assembly Low Vision Scheme; which incorporates over 220 opticians; the PK National Eyecare Group and 
Sight Care Services. 
 
At our office and retail shop, as well as Coil and Eschenbach products we also stock products from -           
The Daylight Company, Schweizer, Specwell, Noir Medical, LHP, Magnifico, Optelec & RNIB.                       
As a specialist company we are often able to fit in with various supply and invoicing arrangements.           
All our products are supplied on approval with 10 days trial.   
Do not hesitate to contact our friendly team if you require any further information.  
 
Magnifications are given as a guideline, to compare products please check Dioptic powers. 
(Prices liable to change without notice) 

Terms and Conditions of Supply: 
All invoices will be priced based on the price ruling on the date of supply.   
These may be amended without prior notice, due to currency fluctuations of supplier price rises. All goods remain the 
property of Edward Marcus Ltd until paid for in full.  E.& O.E. 
 
Value Added Tax. (VAT):  
U.K. – All prices quoted on our retail price list and website include VAT at the rate ruling on the date of supply. 
For those eligible to claim zero rating please ensure a zero rating declaration form is supplied with your order for any 
items that are eligible for zero rating (available from our website www.edwardmarcus.co.uk)    
 
Export orders 
Please contact us before ordering to discuss VAT, Duty and Payments.  
 
Stock:  
We endeavour to supply popular lines from stock, however on occasion goods will have to be ordered or may be     
delayed due to supply problems from manufacturers or importers. Most orders are despatched within 1 working day. 
 
Delivery and Packing: 
Mainland U.K. Orders over £200 net free of charge   
For smaller orders a £3.50 Packing and Postage charge will be added to your invoice, for heavier  orders sent by  
courier company the charge will be £8.00 
Export and Offshore orders – Carriage charges will be added to your invoice at cost to all export orders. 
 
To  order: 
Phone: 01302 722979  /   Email :  Sales@edwardmarcus.co.uk      
Post :-  Edward Marcus Ltd, 298 Great North Road, Woodlands, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN6 7HN 
In all cases please ensure you supply the delivery address including postcode and a telephone number where we can 
contact you if there are any queries. When ordering, to avoid errors please state item number and description wherever 
possible. 
 
Payment:  U.K Customers:  Preferred payment method is by:- Debit / credit card 
Bank transfer to Sort Code 12-24-82 Account 06030192 or   Cheque made payable to - ’Edward Marcus Ltd’  
 
Export Orders: Payment required before despatch of goods—Mastercard/Visa or Bank Transfer 
 

 
Director : Simon Auty   /  Company Number 395265 /  Registered Office: 298 Great North Road, Doncaster, DN6 7HN 

 
Meet the Team 
Simon - Managing Director    simon@edwardmarcus.co.uk 
Jo-Ann - Stock Control & Admin  sales@edwardmarcus.co.uk 
Roger  - Accounts and Advertising   roger@edwardmarcus.co.uk 
Sue - Customer Service Assistant   sales@edwardmarcus.co.uk 
Joe - Customer Service Assistant   sales@edwardmarcus.co.uk 
Sophie - Customer Service Assistant  sales@edwardmarcus.co.uk 

 

COMPANY  
INFORMATION 
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PLEASE CONTACT OUR SHOP IF YOU WOULD LIKE HELP IN             
DECIDING ON THE CORRECT LOW VISION AIDS FOR YOUR NEEDS.  

 
PLEASE ENSURE YOU HAVE CONSULTED A LOW  VISION                

SPECIALIST BEFORE PURCHASING ANY LOW VISION AIDS, AS YOU 
MAY HAVE AN EYE CONDITION THAT REQUIRES TREATEMENT. 

Order by telephone: 
Please contact our offices on 
01302 722979 to order or for 

Please visit our website                    
www.edwardmarcus.co.uk  

to buy online, download our 
catalogues or search for us 
on Facebook & Instagram 

Order by email: 
sales@edwardmarcus.co.uk to 

order or if you have any     
questions 

Call in store: Opening times: 
 

Monday - CLOSED   
Tuesday  10.00am - 3.00pm 

Wednesday 10.00am - 3.00pm 
Thursday  10.00am - 3.00pm 

Friday  10.00am -  3.00pm 
Saturday - 10.00am - 4.00pm 

Sunday - CLOSED 


